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using a spoofing technique, a hacker can create a duplicate packet that contains bogus information to fool the victim into believing that they are connected to the
authentic network. the hacker then proceeds to capture this data and is able to harvest the information they desire. a hacker acquires your confidential information by

illegally accessing your email account or credit card details. once the hacker has acquired your information, they sell it to another hacker or to an organised crime group. if
the data you have is worth more than the price you are paying for its transfer, the hacker might negotiate a lower price. for example, if they know you are not in a position

to transfer the data yourself, they might contact you and tell you they will give you a price, which is lower than you are willing to pay. the hacker might then say that he
will send the data to you, but he will not send the money. once the hacker has your data, they compromise your network. they might distribute a new virus or trojan horse.

they might sell it to another hacker or to an organised crime group. finally, they might exfiltrate it for themselves. the above are all valid approaches to protecting
yourself. the best way to protect yourself is to avoid getting hacked in the first place. don’t provide your confidential information to anyone who contacts you. don’t visit

websites that you don’t trust. don’t download any software that you can’t trust.
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hashcat is one of the most used and well known password cracking tools for the time being. it supports a wide array of hash types and takes advantage of gpus to crack as
much as thousands of passwords per second. hashcat uses the rainbow table to rapidly crack the passwords. i am gendool.com no. 1 expert on best and 100% working. it
is easy to use and full how to hack facebook account? moca 1.2 - download apk download cacti monitoring software on linux ganesha game download free p0f is a tcp/ip

socket fuzzer that can be used to attack and test application security for remote shells, web servers, web application firewalls, web applications, and other internet
services. it can either be used by a hacker or applied against the services on a network, to look for vulnerabilities. brutus is a wi-fi password-cracking tool that can crack

wep or wpa/wpa2 psk passwords. it analyzes wireless encrypted packets and then tries to crack passwords via the dictionary attacks and the ptw, fms and other cracking
algorithms. it is available for linux and windows systems. a live cd of brutus is also available. airgap is a brand new wi-fi cracking tool. it was designed to protect wireless

networks against ddos attacks. it helps detecting and blocking suspicious traffic, thereby defending an organization's network from being attacked. the popular wi-fi
cracking tool, airodump-ng, can be used to crack wep and wpa/wpa2 psk passwords. it is the standard tool for wi-fi hackers to use. it can also be used to capture the

packets of live networks and you can save them in a file for further use. 5ec8ef588b
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